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Editor’s Foreword
This volume of Balic ‑Pontic Studies presents the results of the latest Polish‑
 ‑Ukrainian studies on the ‘fortresses of Ukraine’, a name originally used to denote 
a network of Early iron age hillforts in the Ukrainian forest ‑steppe. The scope 
of their identification is related to the earlier findings of Ukrainian researchers, 
who linked the issue of ‘fortified settlements’ (the so ‑called giants’ strongholds) 
with the influence of the nomads of the steppes. The Scythians brought East‑
 ‑Eurasian cultural patterns to the Pontic region, which was coetanously colonised 
by the Greeks. directly inspiring the cognitive framework of the programme, the 
findings of Ukrainian archaeologists failed to provide answers to basic questions 
about the genesis of settlement agglomerations of the ‘fortresses of Ukraine’ or 
the way they functioned. Neither did they enable to establish secure dating for this 
cultural phenomenon.
diagnostic for the archaeological research on the issue, the site of Severy‑
nivka, Zhmerynka region, Vinnytsia Oblast, was identified as a fortified settle‑
ment dating from ‘Scythian times’ by the 1946‑1948 ‘South ‑Podolian archaeo‑
logical expedition’ of the leningrad University led by mikhail i. artamonov. The 
research was continued in the 1960s by Galina i. Smirnova, who analysed the 
results of m.i. artamonov’s earlier research, and in the 1980s by B.m. lobay. in‑
tended to determine the typochronology of the hillfort, the investigations did not 
furnish any detailed information about the context of the settlement base.
The presented Polish ‑Ukrainian ‘Podolia programme’ was carried out between 
2009 and 2015, under the grant of the institute of archaeology of the National 
academy of Sciences of Ukraine; the institute of Prehistory (now the institute of 
archaeology) adam mickiewicz University, Poznań, Poland; the Poznań Prehi‑
storic Society; and from 2013 also the National Science Centre under the grant: 
„Fortece Ukrainy. Badania nad systemem grodzisk z  wczesnego okresu epoki 
żelaza na obszarze Podola” [The Fortresses of Ukraine. The studies on the system 
of the Early Iron Age hillforts in Podolia] (No. UmO ‑2012/07/B/HS3/01917).
in addition to excavations that were aimed at examining the fortifications of 
this diagnostic fortified settlement and producing archaeological and bioarchaeo‑
logical sources, this programme included also an innovative (in terms of its meth‑
odology) geospatial prospection. Providing the first summary of the issue of the 
fortresses of Podolia, this collection of papers offers a prologue for further re‑
search, mainly into the way these late Bronze age/Early iron age hillforts of the 
forest ‑steppe zone functioned in the settlement space.
This volume discusses the results of such outlined research programme in two 
cognitive dimensions. The first – general, macro spatial – looks at the geography 
of the settlement in right ‑bank Ukraine (part 1). The other one is source ‑related. 
it seeks to identify the concept behind the settlement in the Severynivka hillfort, 
a ‘test area’ for detailed findings, mostly regarding the taxonomy, typochronology 
and chronometry of the phenomenon of the ‘fortresses of Podolia’ (part 2).
The papers in this volume of BPS were peer reviewed by Professors Janusz 
Czebreszuk and Przemysław makarowicz.
Editorial comment
1. all dates in the B ‑PS are calibrated [BC; see: radiocarbon vol. 28, 1986, and 
the next volumes]. deviations from this rule will be point out in notes [bc].
2. The names of the archaelogical cultures and sites are standarized to the 
English literature on the subject (e.g. m. Gimbutas, J.P. mallory). in the 
case of a new term, the author’s original name has been retained.
3. The spelling of names of localities having the rank of administrative cen‑
tres follows official, state, English language cartographic publications (e.g. 
Ukraine, scale 1 : 2 000 000, Kyiv: mapa lTd, edition of 1996; Rèspublika 
BELARUS’, REVIEW ‑TOPOGRAPHIC MAP, scale 1 : 1 000 000, minsk: 
BYELORUSSIAN CARTOGRAPHIC AN GEODETIC ENTERPISE, edi‑
tion 1993).
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aBSTraCT
The macrospatial analysis of fortified settlements in the right ‑bank 
of Ukraine allows for observations of a few regularities related to the 
location of sites along the rivers and watersheds. ‘land’ settlements, 
e.g. Yakushyntsi or mlynok, may have connected sites located along 
large watercourses, e.g. Trakhtemyriv, rudkivtsi, which specialised 
in trade with the Greeks.
Key words: macrospatial analysis, fortified settlements, Podolia, Scythian 
time, Early iron age
iNTrOdUCTiON
in total 31 early Scythian fortified settlements were recorded in the right ‑bank 
of Ukraine (Fig. 1; Tab. 1). Of all the presented macro‑scale spatial demarcation 
of sites, the most useful systematics is the one developed by Y. Boltryk [1993], in 
which it was proposed to connect settlements into groups formed by ‘political alli‑
ances’. These alliances were formed between communities inhabiting settlements 
in order to exchange information about possible dangers and to aid each other in 
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ParT 1 – THE “UKraiNiaN FOrTrESSES” iN THE NOrTH PONTiC 
laNdSCaPE OF THE irON aGE
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defensive efforts. Y. Boltryk proposed five such settlement concentrations: Pastyr‑
ske, Tiasmin, Kaniv ‑Trakhtemyriv, Khotiv ‑Khodosiv and Zhurzhyntsi ‑medvyn‑
 ‑Komariv. as the list of sites is incomplete, the initial proposition was further 
expanded, in order to implement concentrations from Nemyriv, Severynivka and 
ilintsi in eastern Podolia.
F i g .  1 .  distribution of fortified sites in the right ‑bank Ukraine and Greek colonies connected with 
the zones. author’s work
F i g .  2 .  Visualisation of the group division proposed by Y. Boltryk with a highlighted position of 
the central fortified settlements. Source: Boltryk 1993
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due to the increasing data, this initial division requires further development, 
modifications and detailed descriptions. For the purpose of the analysis, the author 
assumed that every designated group should comprise a single ‘gigantic’ site (with 
the size exceeding 100 ha), which is treated as an assumed ‘capital city’ – central 
settlement. The exception was the settlement in Pastyrske, which was to be sur‑
rounded by a rampart connecting all sites into one large concentration. after the 
analysis of the map illustrating the systematic of Y. Boltryk (cf. Fig. 2) it is clear 
F i g .  3 .  representations of sites in relation to dnieper, Southern Bug and dniester. Source: au‑
thor’s work
F i g .  4 .  Visualisation of land connections based on 35 km buffer ‑zones. ‘X’ marks the area, which 
should have a site sealing the assumed communication network. The farthest south western point 
is rukhotyn, which lacks a connection with any of the settlements in the 70 km radius. Source: 
author’s work
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F i g .  5 .  Groups of sites associated with the dnieper with highlighted ‘capital cities’. Source: 
author’s work
F i g .  6 .  Site distribution of sites of the motronin sub ‑group. Source: author’s work
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that the size of the Podolia group is disproportionate in relation to other groups 
covering the area that connect all of the groups of the right ‑bank Ukraine. re‑
markably, all fortified settlements were located in the vicinity of three large rivers: 
dnieper, Southern Bug and dniester, or their tributaries (cf. Fig. 3). despite this, 
all groups display strong connections with the dnieper river, apart from the Podo‑
lia group, which was located in the Southern Bug and dniester catchment area. The 
distribution of particular fortified sites in this group shows that the sites are located 
over the dniester along other rivers, contrary to the sites found in the Southern Bug 
area. in the remaining cases, the location of the fortified sites was determined by 
watersheds not by access to a nearby river. Such a thesis would imply their relation 
with land trails. it demonstrates, that there is no single factor that determined the 
location of the sites.
This argumentation proves, that the initial systematics of Y. Boltryk requires 
modifications, which would include an overriding class of settlement concentra‑
tion (hereinafter referred to the ‘group’). its definition would be determined by 
a geographic factor – namely the vicinity of a river – and the internal division 
would use the existing model (identifying sub ‑groups). This solution would result 
in the division of the Podolia group into dniester and Southern Bug groups with 
the remaining settlements being incorporated into the dnieper group (Fig. 3).
F i g .  7 .  Site distribution of the Pastyrske sub ‑group. Source: author’s work
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The remaining part of the text will provide a detailed description of all groups, 
including the possible functions of all the settlements. it was assumed that the 
standard function of the settlements was to protect the population and to serve 
as a trade and political centre oriented towards the production and acquisition of 
goods (i.a. metallurgy, antler and bone processing, pottery manufacturing, textile 
production, agriculture, husbandry).
location of the site was recognised as the specialising criterion, since the sites 
located along water trails (mainly dnieper and dniester, maybe partially Southern 
Bug) were connected with Greek colonies, while the sites located along land trails 
were using other means of communication between the sites within a particular 
structure (for nomads – Scythians). in addition, an important element of a  site 
location was the influence and military control over the goods distributed along 
trails.
By using the ‘Buffer’ tool in arcmap software a 35 km long buffer zone was 
drawn around the settlements (Fig. 4). as a result, a network of fortified settle‑
ments set 70 km apart was designated. in order to travel such a distance, a slightly 
laden rider (e.g. a Scythian) would need a single day, while a cart or a walker 
would need two days. The two locations are: exceptional area marked on the map 
F i g .  8 .  Sites distribution of sites of the Zhurzhyntsi sub ‑group. Source: author’s work
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as X (Fig. 4), in which (or its direct vicinity) no settlement dated to the Scyth‑
ian period was found (although its remains might have been destroyed or there 
was a smaller, open settlement) and the second location the rukhotyn in the west 
(Fig. 4). what makes it unique is its location on the margin of the area.
1. THE dNiEPEr GrOUP OF THE EarlY SCYTHiaN 
FOrTiFiEd SETTlEmENTS
Considering the size of the fortified settlements, it is safe to assume that the 
majority of the population inhabiting it was living in the vicinity of dnieper (i.e. 
the Khodosivka welyke – 2000 ha) and to the east of it (i.e. the Bilsk settlement 
– 4500 ha) [Ławniczak 2013]. The majority of them probably served as a trade 
post collecting neighbouring resources (i.e. wood, wheat, or cattle), which would 
be transported by tributaries to the dnieper river from where a developed river 
F i g .  9 .  Site distribution of sites of the Zhurzhyntsi sub ‑group in relation to the dnieper river and 
Southern Bug. Source: author’s work
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transport would ship them to the Greek colonies, e.g. Borysthenes (the Greek 
name of the dnieper river), located at the Black Sea coast. according to the out‑
lined proposition, this group comprises five sub ‑groups, which are named after 
the ‘capital’ settlement, i.e. motronin, Pastyrske, Zhurzhyntsi, Trakhtemyriv, and 
Khodosivka (Fig. 5).
F i g .  1 0 .  Site distribution of sites of the Trakhtemyriv sub ‑group. Source: author’s work
F i g .  1 1 .  Site distribution of the Khodosivka sub ‑group. Source: author’s work
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1.1. THE mOTrONiN SUB ‑GrOUP
This concentration comprises of three settlements and of a few flat settlements. 
These settlements are the farthest ones in the East of all the sites found on the right‑
 ‑bank of the dnieper river. The main settlement is motronin, which covers an area 
of 200  ha, with the remaining two being Chubivka and Pleskachivka. They are 
all located a few kilometres away from the dnieper river (Fig. 6). The motronin 
settlement is the furthest to the South, located on the Kholodnyi Plateau in the cen‑
tre of the Kholodnyi Yar area.
1.2. THE PaSTYrSKE SUB ‑GrOUP
This sub ‑group comprises of four settlements (Pastyrske, makiivka, Budian‑
ske, Sharpivsk), located close to each other (Fig. 7). The greatest distance between 
the settlements is 9 km (Pastyrske – makiivka). There is a thesis, that during their 
existence there was a rampart surrounding four settlements. This is supposed to 
explain the absence of a gigantic site exceeding 100 ha, since the Pastyrske site 
covers ‘only’ 25 ha [Boltryk 1993].
1.3. THE ZHUrZHYNTSi SUB ‑GrOUP
This concentration comprised of four fortified sites: Zhurzhyntsi, Komariv, 
medvyn and Busheve (Fig. 8). The largest one is Zhurzhyntsi which is over 700 ha. 
The group is located between the rivers ros and Hnylyi Tikych, on the watershed 
between dnieper and Southern Bug (Fig. 9) [Ławniczak 2013: 52]. Such a distance 
between the main watercourses (dnieper and Southern Bug) and the location on 
the watershed suggests, that this settlement is connected with land trails. Through 
the analysis of land connections (Fig. 4) it is possible to treat it as a link between 
concentrations in the south ‑east (motronin, Pastyrske), east (Trakhtemyriv) and 
north (Khodosivka) of the dnieper river drainage. This thesis is supported by the 
far north location of the settlement in Busheve (31 km from the closest in med‑
vyn), which closed the trade routes.
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1.4. THE TraKHTEmYriV SUB ‑GrOUP
This sub ‑group comprises of four fortified sites (Trakhtemyriv, Hryhorivka, 
Kaniv i and Kaniv ii) and is located on a massive elevation on the dnieper river 
curve, referred to in the literature as the promontory (partially also in its vicinity; 
Fig. 10). The name of the concentration comes from the site covering an area of 
630 ha and its location on a tall steep, which goes down to the dnieper river it‑
self. The positioning of this place, in the vicinity of a river may suggest a strong 
relationship of the group with the assumed water trails, and it might be further 
supported by the distance from main watersheds and the location on the side of 
the network of connections presented in the beginning of this chapter.
1.5. THE KHOdOSiVKa SUB ‑GrOUP
This concentration consists of five fortified settlements (Khodosivka welyke, 
Khodosivka Kruhle, Khotiv, Hrubske and mlynok), is located the farthest to the 
north of all of the described sub ‑groups (Fig. 5). Khodosivka welyke is the larg‑
est settlement located in the right ‑bank Ukraine, with a size of approx. 2000 ha 
and is located on the outskirts of present ‑day Kyiv, which stresses the importance 
of the area for locating large ‑size settlements. Two further settlements (Khodo‑
F i g .  1 2 .  Site distribution of sites in the dniester drainage. Source: author’s work
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sivka Kruhle and Khotiv) were located within a short distance (a few kilometres) 
from the central one. The three settlements were most likely connected with the 
dneper river and used it for communication with other sites (Fig. 11). On the 
opposite side, there are two sites of the group located to the west (Hrubske and 
mlynok), which might have been connected with the land trail joining all the 
dnieper river sites with the Southern Bug and dniester groups (Fig. 4).
2. THE dNiESTEr GrOUP OF EarlY SCYTHiaN 
FOrTiFiEd SETTlEmENTS
Judging by the arrangement of sites in the vicinity of dniester, its local settle‑
ments were of a similar function to the dnieper river ones but of adequate pro‑
portions (smaller number and size of settlements, as well as a smaller river). in 
this case the main colonies associated with the trail were Tiras (from the Greek 
dniester) and Nikonion located at the dniester estuary (Fig.  1). Probably their 
role was not limited to trade posts but also meant the responsibility for control‑
ling the river trail and participation in contacts between Greeks and the communi‑
ties inhabiting the western areas such as the Vekerzug culture located in the Tisza 
drainage [Chochorowski 2014]. in total, the dniester group included seven settle‑
ments: Hryhorivka, lomaziv, Vyshcheolchedaiv, Nyzhchyiolchedaiv, matsiorsk, 
rudkivtsi and rukhotyn. remarkably, there is no dominating centre, that would 
exceed the others in size. Nearly all sites were located on the left (northern) bank of 
F i g .  1 3 .  Site distribution of sites in the Southern Bug drainage. Source: author’s work
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F i g .  1 4 .  Hydrologic system and the possible trail around the fortified settlement in Pereorky and 
Yakushyntsi. Source: author’s work
dniester, which probably indicates the neutral boarder of Scythians and the lands 
under their control. The exception is rukhotyn, located in the far west. all sites of 
this group are located with in a small distance from dniester (max. 24 km) and its 
tributaries (Fig. 12).
3. THE SOUTHErN BUG GrOUP OF EarlY 
SCYTHiaN FOrTiFiEd SETTlEmENTS
in comparison to two other concentrations (the dnieper and dniester ones), 
the Southern Bug group is the one most strongly associated with land (Fig. 13). 
Out of four constituting sites (Pereorky, Yakushyntsi, Severynivka, Nemyriv), 
three are located on watersheds and may have contributed to the mainland com‑
munication network between dnieper and dniester (Fig. 4). The exception is 
Nemyriv, which is in the lower part of Southern Bug, on the side of the assumed 
land trail. due to its size (125 ha) it contrasts strongly with other Podolian sites, 
being the only large settlement in the area.
19
3.1. THE PErEOrKY, YaKUSHYNTSi, aNd SEVErYNiVKa 
FOrTiFiEd SETTlEmENTS
Pereorky, Yakushyntsi, and Severynivka are the three settlements strongly as‑
sociated with watersheds. The first two are in close vicinity of each other (4 km) 
on a plateau located on the right ‑bank of Southern Bug (Fig. 13). On the other 
side of the river, there are, two smaller watercourses: Postolova (in the north) and 
desna (in the south) 18 km apart from each. Perhaps this watercourse served as 
a land trail leading from the dnieper river (through fortified settlements in Hrub‑
ske and mlynok) to the dniester (Fig. 14), which contirbuted to their significance 
for the previously highlighted network of land connections (Fig. 4). The area may 
also served as a crossing of the Southern Bug, which may have been protected 
from the south ‑west by two fortified settlements, forming a gateway towards the 
ford and an entrance on the trail. This thesis is supported by strongly fortified 
settlement in Yakushyntsi. 35 km away from the south ‑east of the site in Yakushy‑
ntsi, also on the right tributary of Southern Bug is Severynivka. The fortified 
settlement is located at the intersection of two vital watersheds, the first, aligned 
along the north ‑eastern/south ‑western axis, serves as the aforementioned connec‑
tion for structures located over the dnieper with the sites over the dniester, and the 
second one starts at the Black Sea, aligned along the north ‑east/south ‑west axis, 
between the catchment area of dniester and Southern Bug (Fig. 13). The thesis 
regarding large land movement around the site is supported by finds recovered 
during archaeological research conducted by a joint Polish ‑Ukrainian expedition 
between 2009 and 2015. The registered trails of local antler and bone processing, 
as well as numerous fragments of horse cheek pieces (finished, unfinished, or re‑
paired). They prove that workshop producing objects used for horse ‑riding existed 
there. it can be assumed that it was often used for repairing or replacing horse‑
 ‑riding equipment, which would further suggest that the settlement was involved 
in servicing land trails.
3.2. NEmYriV
Nemyriv is clearly the largest and most eastward located fortified settlement of 
Podolia. it is the single located on the left Southern Bug bank, away from the largest 
watersheds in the area, hence way from the mainland trails (Fig. 13). The size of 
the settlements, its seclusion and location in the lower part of the river, in relation 
to the rest of the group, as well as the large number of Greek amphorae and other 
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Hellenic imports found [Smirnova 1996] indicate the openness of the settlement 
towards trade with the ancient world. The lack of competitive sites of similar sizes 
might suggest that the area within the influence zone was extremely extensive. The 
interpretative challenge is imposed by the present ‑day character of the Southern 
Bug, which can be sailed only up to 150 km from the estuary, while the distance 
from Nemyriv measures approx. 400 km. it remains plausible that due to a different 
climate, the water levels in the period from the 7th to 5th century BC were sufficient 
for sailing the Southern Bug yet this hypothesis needs to be verified.
CONClUSiONS
The macrospatial analysis of fortified settlements in the right ‑bank of Ukraine 
allows observation of a few regularities related to the location of sites along the 
rivers and watersheds. ‘land’ settlements, e.g. Yakushyntsi or mlynok, which may 
have connected sites located along large watercourses, e.g. Trakhtemyriv, rud‑
kivtsi, specialised in trade with the Greeks. The initial results of the archaeological 
research show that some of the sites located near the rivers (Nemyriv, motronin) 
have a higher frequency of Greek imports than fortified settlements located on the 
watersheds (Severynivka), which confirms the abovementioned thesis. The entire 
system and network of connections, provide insight into some certain, perhaps 
even planned actions, which cannot be narrowed down to coincidence.
T a b l e  1








































































































































































































































































































1 – first column contains names presented in Ukrainian literature (in brackets);
2 – second column – location of fortified settlement according to the group;
3 – third column – size of fortified settlement;
4 – fourth column – location of fortified settlements according to the administrative division;
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